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Abstract

During the past several decades many important incremental improvements have been made in command and control (C²) and decision making theories, practices, and supporting technologies; however, true innovation has often been lacking. Major problems remain that hinder revolutionary improvements to military C² concepts and practices. Two particularly troublesome problems are information overload and a focus on individuals/small teams versus larger groups within an information environment. To address these and related problems, Pacific Science & Engineering Group (PSE) is developing a new human-centered concept referred to as – intelligent aided Communication (iaC)©. The iaC concept facilitates more efficient and effective communication and collaboration among users and systems by selectively employing context-aware user profiles (e.g., profiles based on C² roles and responsibilities, information requirements, user preferences, etc.) and software agents to manage many of the mundane tasks associated with information exchange and alerting that warfighters perform manually today. Similarly, other iaC agents use this same context awareness and user profiles approach to tailor information organization and presentation for the individual warfighter. This paper and presentation will describe the iaC concept in more detail and outline how iaC can form the foundation for more sophisticated, larger-scale efforts to develop intelligent command centers and technologies.

1. Introduction and Background

To be effective, modern military command and control (C²) decision making requires an enormous amount of coordinated communication and collaboration among the various forces, services, and coalition partners involved in military operations. Unfortunately, many of the information technologies intended to assist users in acquiring, filtering, managing, and integrating information have instead added to their information burden. A prime reason that these technologies are unable to assist decision makers is that they are not able to understand human users’ knowledge¹ requirements. Consequently, much of the information these technologies provide is not tailored to meet the requirements of the tasks being performed. The sheer volume

¹ Knowledge, for purposes of this paper, is defined as domain-specific information, facts, principles, and theories that form the basis for an individual’s understanding of a situation.
of information – much of it irrelevant to the decision or task at hand – slows or prohibits the process of information assimilation, understanding, and decision making.

Although many important incremental improvements have been made in command and control and decision making theories, practices, and supporting technologies over the past several decades, true innovation has been lacking. Three major human-related problems exist that preclude revolutionary progress in military command and control:

- **Information overload.** The first major problem is information overload. Military command and control is constantly changing and is far more complex than it has ever been. Military command and control personnel – from the most junior equipment operator to the most senior commander – now have more data and information available to them, more options to consider, and more decisions to make. Often, the decision maker is faced with simply too much information, and too many choices to consider. The sheer volume of available information – much of it irrelevant to the decision or action at hand – slows the process of information assimilation and response. Dynamic environments, where information changes faster than people can process it, greatly exacerbate this problem. In effect, by giving warfighters access to so much information, we turn experts into novices, we make true situation awareness nearly impossible, and we force decision making to be an exercise in laborious, detailed analysis rather than an intuitive, reflexive, near-instant action.

- **Misplaced emphasis on information analysis and conscious thought.** The second major problem is that there are troubling gaps in our understanding of human cognition. Many of the recent advances in theory, practice, and technology have for the most part approached information acquisition and analysis, and decision making as conscious actions taken on the part of the decision maker. Even those theories that acknowledge near-instant decision making describe it as a sequential, usually conscious process whereby information is sought and gathered, patterns are recognized, and correct courses of action selected. However, real life is filled with examples of people quickly – even instantly – making complex decisions and taking actions without conscious thought or due consideration. True masters in an area of expertise often rely almost exclusively on “instinct” and intuition – there is really little or no analysis or decision making occurring in the traditional sense. For example, master martial artists do not consciously consider their own or their opponent’s moves – they simply act and react. Seasoned fighter pilots in the heat of battle do not plan each and every command given to the aircraft, or update/revise their situation awareness, or consider their options – instead, they “feel” their aircraft almost as if it was a second skin and seemingly act without thinking. These actions occur long before new information can be gathered, patterns recognized, or conscious decisions made. Clearly, in such cases, “cognitive leaps” are occurring based on the decision maker’s already-existing understanding of a situation and surrounding environment.

- **Inappropriate focus on individuals/small teams versus larger groups within an environment.** The third major problem is that much of the past research and development to improve information acquisition and analysis, decision making, and course of action selection has been focused on improving the lot of the individual operator or decision maker, or on small teams, without due consideration to the larger organizations or systems that they work within.
Incremental improvements have been made to individuals’ workstations, displays, decision aids, as well as training and procedures, however, little research and development has focused on the larger system as a whole, i.e., the symbiotic relationship between the systems and the humans who use them. As a result, information bottlenecks occur between humans, and between humans and their supporting systems. For example, some users have access to information which they must share with others – but they have no efficient, effective way of doing so. Some users require information from others (human or system) to perform their tasks or make decisions – but have no reliable way of getting it. Sometimes, critical information is available somewhere in the system, but users either don’t know it exists or can’t access it.

To address these and related problems, new concepts, theories, and technologies must be developed. For example, if we can “intelligently” automate the pre-processing and organization of the information flow to decision makers, it would reduce some of their cognitive load and allow decision makers to focus on relevant and timely information. If we can substantially improve multimodal representations of the information and knowledge space, it could improve a warfighter’s perception to the point where understanding and decisions become almost instantaneous. And, if we could re-focus command and control and cognitive decision making research at a higher, holistic level, it should allow us to address system-wide information bottlenecks and greatly reduce decision making error.

Pacific Science & Engineering Group (PSE) has recently completed Phase I of a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)-sponsored Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project titled Knowledge Flow in Command and Control. The overall objective of this SBIR effort is to design and develop intelligent, aware command center concepts and technologies based on the symbiotic relationship between human users and their technologies. Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of this objective and laid the foundation for continued development in Phase II.

1.1. The iaC Concept

During Phase I of the SBIR research and development effort, PSE successfully developed a Knowledge Flow in Command and Control approach based on lessons learned from previous analyses and research findings in the cognitive, social, organizational and engineering sciences that pertain to information and information exchange issues. An initial system architecture was developed to eliminate limitations in existing information- and knowledge-management technologies, infrastructure, and tools. The resulting concept – which we refer to as Intelligent Aided Communication (iaC) – and the prototype iaC tool will intelligently facilitate distributed, coordinated information exchange by military decision makers and their support staffs. The iaC tool approaches the information exchange issue from a human- and information-centric perspective, rather then from an individual, task-based, independent point of view.

---

2 In this context, a symbiotic relationship is a cooperative relationship between technologies and their human users that facilitates meeting users’ information needs and enhances their decision making.
Information managed by the iaC interface is filtered, sorted, and parsed to iaC users through intelligent and aware agents\(^3\), based on established user profiles, user-defined preferences, and patterned knowledge-based behaviors that are recorded by the system. In a “behind the scenes” manner, agents use a database that contains user profiles to filter, sort, and parse incoming and outgoing information to tailor it to the needs and interests of each system user. Agents thus manage the communication flow between people and the systems they are using. In addition, agents also control information presentation and visualization according to user and situation needs. Innovative visualization interfaces are used within the iaC knowledge space and provide the ability for users to intuitively monitor the flow of information across multiple tasks and missions. iaC agents take on the task of receiving, filtering, integrating, and displaying information in a form that makes it useful for users.

### 1.2. Characteristics of Modern Command and Control

The design and development of the iaC prototype tool was based on a thorough understanding of C\(^2\) characteristics and requirements. Lessons learned from previous analyses and studies related to C\(^2\) environments were leveraged to support the respective strengths of humans and machines while at the same time engineering the weaknesses out of the system.

Specifically, the following characteristics of C\(^2\) environments were considered:

- **Requirements for communication:** Effective C\(^2\) requires rapid communication and collaboration among U.S. (and coalition) forces. Command centers serve as communication “hubs” within a vast network of distributed commands and individuals.

- **Nature of the communication:** Information exchange in C\(^2\) environments is synchronous and asynchronous; tactical, operational, and strategic.

- **Nature of the participants:** The C\(^2\) information exchange process often involves the participation of individuals and groups that are both co-located, and distributed geographically, organizationally, and/or functionally. Often participants have diverse backgrounds / expertise, are focused on a variety of different tasks, with different goals, and are working under different schedules. Additionally, modern U.S. and coalition C\(^2\) information exchange entails groups who are culturally diverse, have different standard operating procedures, use terminology that differs in application or meaning, and use technologies / infrastructures that are not compatible with other commands / organizations.

- **Nature of the work:** The C\(^2\) environment involves high-stakes, time-compressed decision making, dynamically changing information landscapes, and reliance on stove-piped communication, collaboration, situation awareness, and decision support tools.

- **Nature of the policies and procedures:** Due to the speed with which technologies and policies change, there is often a lack of complete and updated policies, procedures, business rules, and doctrine that guide efficient and effective information exchange.

The C\(^2\) environment characteristics outlined above often exhibit significant information exchange issues and obstacles. Frequently, these issues require that decision-making be based on ambiguous or conflicting information, and result in difficulties identifying related, similar, or redundant information exchanges. Many times it is difficult for decision makers to remain aware

---

\(^3\) Agents are specially designed software applications that act autonomously on behalf of a particular person.
of current or emerging communication that is of critical importance; relate spatially- and non-spatially relevant information; and identify overlapping information sources.

Secondary effects from C^2-related information exchange issues also result. For example, individuals and groups operating in a modern Navy C^2 environment reported that they struggle with deciding who needs to know information, what information to share, what format to provide the information in, if others can receive the information (i.e., their capabilities, whether bandwidth issues might prevent the exchange of information), what others need to receive, how to alert others to information with high importance, what information can be trusted, and what are others’ areas of expertise are (Pester-DeWan, Moore, & Morrison, 2003).

1.3. Factors Influencing Information Exchange

In order to properly consider and address the information exchange issues described in the preceding section, a systematic review of the technical and scientific literature was conducted. The goal of this review was to identify factors that influence the means by which information moves through human–machine systems. Given the breadth of this topic, the literature review covered fields as varied as information and network systems, and cognitive, organizational, and social psychology. The sources for this literature were likewise diverse and included scientific journals, military lessons learned reports, research and development reviews of communication and collaborative methodologies, and technological reviews. Findings from the literature review are summarized below in terms of their relevance to the design and development of the iaC concept and prototype tool.

1.3.1. Context-based knowledge

Context-Based Knowledge, a term developed specifically for this project, is used to highlight the fact that various factors simultaneously impact information exchange among individuals and groups. Although the research areas cited below have been individually reported in the literature, they have been pooled together here to better show how they affect information exchange. Because the research areas conceptually overlap with one another and affect information exchange in mutually dependent ways, the authors propose that it is important to consider all of these areas when addressing the underlying dynamics of information exchange in C^2 decision making.

1.3.1.1. Transactive memory / knowledge of expertise

Transactive memory can be defined as the combination of “the knowledge possessed by individual group members with a shared awareness of who knows what.” (Moreland, 1999, p. 5). It includes an understanding by team members of the knowledge distribution within the team (i.e., other team members’ expertise, knowledge and resources), so that all members know with whom to share information and from whom to request needed information. Transactive memory systems combine individual knowledge with shared and explicit knowledge about what other group members know.
Wegner (1986) describes the notion of a transactive memory system in a group environment as a system whose individual members rely on external cues from their environment to trigger their memory. Evidence for transactive memory systems has been found in studies of workgroups (Moreland, Argote, & Krishnan, 1996) in which undergraduate student groups that were trained together outperformed groups that were trained individually (Liang, Moreland, & Argote, 1995). Additional research has shown a decrease in performance (Argote, Insko, Yovetich, & Romero, 1995) and work quality (Thompson & Valley, 1997) in workgroups with high membership change or turnover. These results lend support to the transactive memory framework that argues new group members have not had the opportunity to develop transactive memory and as a result, will perform sub-optimally until they develop it.

One way in which a transactive memory system is developed within a group is through previous interaction. When members develop a history of working together through repeated communication, they learn about each others’ preferences and work performance—their expertise, previous information products, preferred information sources, etc. (Moreland, 1999). Knowing and understanding the expertise and experience of the provider of information has an important impact on how the recipient learns to trust and, therefore use the information (Smallman, Heacox, & Oonk, 2004). Without such a prior working relationship, which is common in many modern C² environments, it is important to consider how to convey expertise and work experience.

1.3.1.2. **Situation context / efficient and effective information exchange**

The understanding of expertise, knowledge distribution, and team member experience (transactive memory) is a facet of a larger aspect of understanding, referred to as “situation context.” Research has demonstrated the importance of displaying situation context – the overall mission and other team member tasks, and information requirements – to information producers in order to facilitate effective and efficient knowledge and information exchange (Oonk, Moore, & Morrison, 2004). Studies of situation context define information exchange as **effective** if producers are creating information and other team members are accessing all the information that they need to perform their tasks. Information exchange is defined as **efficient** if producers are not creating information that is extraneous to other team member’s tasks. In other words, information exchange should result in the right information, and only the right information, being shared with the right people (Oonk, Moore, & Morrison, 2004).

Situation context allows information producers to understand the information that other team members believe they need to perform their tasks, as well to recognize and share information that is relevant to other team members, where those members may not even be aware they need that information. A failure to understand situation context often results in information producers sharing information that others do not need and not sharing information they do need. At the same time, the lack of such understanding on the part of the individuals who need the information for their tasks prevents them from asking the right questions of the right people to get that information. The importance of a shared understanding of tasks, expertise, team roles and responsibilities, and information requirements of individual team members has also been highlighted in the shared mental model and transactive memory literatures (e.g., Mathieu et al.,
2000, Moreland, 1999) and in studies of military supervisory systems and policies (e.g., Shattuck & Woods, 1997).

An important aspect of situation context is information related to changes to the context, i.e., changes or new information related to the mission, group member tasking, and group member information requirements. Previous studies indicate that situation context tools should be graphical representations whenever possible and they should include change alerting functionality.

1.3.1.3. Context-Aware Computing

Context-aware computing is a concept, originating within the computing community, which prescribes that the “design of computing artifacts must take into account how people draw on and evolve social contexts to make the artifacts understandable, useful, and meaningful” (Mouran & Dourish, 2001, p. 89). The basic notion underlying the context-aware computing is that technology be “aware” of the user’s context and use this awareness to support the user. Context-aware functions include: (a) presenting the user with information and services appropriate to the context, (b) executing services (e.g., commands or system reconfigurations) for the user based on context, and (c) capturing, tagging and attaching context information for later use (Dey, Abowd, & Salber, 2001).

Within the computing literature, the definition of context focuses on the physical environment within which the technology and user are embedded, including geographical location, user or group identity, and the status of physical objects and spaces (Dey et al., 2001). For the purposes of this project, we extend this definition to include other physical characteristics (such as network status or bandwidth access) and situation context variables – user’s mission, tasks, and information requirements, and the expertise, tasks, and requirements of other team members – that we have identified as important in previous studies of information exchange environments (see Situation Context section above; Oonk, Moore, & Morrison, 2004). In other words, context also includes aspects of the user’s mission and tasks, as well as the information and human resources necessary to support them in the mission.

1.3.1.4. Information visualization

Problems in information exchange arise when users are unable to extract the important information that is available to them from a larger body of information. This problem is often exacerbated by the nature of the teams exchanging the information, which are characterized by functionally distributed and multi-echelon staffs, working under dynamic conditions. Interestingly, this problem is often at least partly caused by new collaborative technologies designed to support information exchange, which allow the transfer of large amounts of information quickly and easily to almost any location. However, this information is often not the right information for the user (see Situation Context section above) and if it is, it is often presented in a difficult-to-extract, difficult-to-use format. Additionally, “stove-piped” communication, collaboration, and knowledge management systems typically in use today are not “aware” of one another and of the needs of the humans using them. Therefore, these
technologies cannot merge relevant information into a meaningful representation for the information recipient.

Information visualization is the application of graphical aids and displays to support human cognitive processes and perception in dealing with various forms of information; in other words, “using vision to think” (Bertin, 1977, as cited in Card, Mackinlay, & Schneiderman, 1999). These visual tools provide a formality to information exchange and bring together the numerous and diverse relevant data sets.

Advances in computer and information display technologies have led to a boom in this multi-disciplinary endeavour, with the introduction of thousands of visualizations that apply our understanding of human factors, cognitive psychology, human perception, and computer science (see Card et al., 1999; Tufte, 1990 for some good examples). It is important to review and assess these emerging information displays, understand their attributes, and determine which is best for which purpose, which will vary across users, tasks, and operational contexts.

1.3.1.5. Trust

With the rapid development of collaborative technologies, group members’ skills, knowledge, and expertise can be shared and coalesced to create a transactive memory system; however, information exchange is often predicated on the group’s ability to trust one another and the source of the information. Simon’s concept of bounded rationality (as cited in Simon, 1982) may help to explain a part of the trust issue. Bounded rationality states that no single individual can ever know all of the options in a particular situation; given that no single individual can possess identical knowledge banks. These knowledge banks are an outgrowth of experience; however, persons with vast amounts of experience (also called expertise) know more than they can actually communicate (Polanyi, 1966). Therefore, this human limitation leads to people doubting if they can trust information from another that is not fully expressed or justified. The trust issue is confounded when the recipient of the information has never before interacted with the source of the information, be it human or machine.

The transfer of trust in expertise can be achieved through a concept that is emerging from situational learning research – the idea that learning is constituted through the sharing of purposeful, patterned activity (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Trust in others’ expertise and the information they distribute therefore can be learned and developed through interaction in a social unity that shares a stake in a common situation. It can be seen as a practical capability for the recognition of expertise in group related tasks. The emphasis is not on the behaviors that each individual in the group display; instead, it is on the behaviors that each in the relationship or social exchange framework display. Social Exchange theory allows researchers to examine the social exchanges and relationships between individuals involved in large groups or macro-structures (Emerson, 1981). Likewise, it allowed for the examination of “why” people are involved in an exchange instead of “what kind” of exchange they were involved in. Most social exchange models share the following basic assumptions: (a) social behavior is a series of exchanges; (b) individuals attempt to maximize their rewards and minimize their costs; and (c) when individuals receive rewards from others, they feel obligated to respond.
2. Developing the iaC Tool

The overall objective of this SBIR project is to design and develop intelligent, aware command center concepts and technologies that are based on the symbiotic relationship\(^4\) between human users and their technologies. Phase I work included establishing the conceptual foundation for the Intelligent Aided Communication (iaC) tool and delineating its primary features. The iaC tool is designed specifically to aid C\(^2\) decision makers in filtering, integrating, interpreting, and acting upon the types of information typically found in operational settings (i.e., complex, dynamic, ambiguous, conflicting, uncertain). Prototype iaC storyboards and notional functionality were developed and revised in Phase I of the project.

2.1. Conceptual Foundation

The findings of the reviewed technical literature and the previous lessons learned served as a foundation for the design of the iaC features and attributes necessary to support intelligent aided communication. Specifically, the iaC is designed to:

- Help users rapidly develop shared mental models to improve situation awareness among distributed users,
- Allow users working in distributed information spaces to coordinate and collaborate with one another,
- Promote collaborative discussion and analysis of uncertain, ambiguous, or conflicting data,
- Reduce the cognitive load and allow users to focus on relevant, timely information and knowledge,
- Represent knowledge assets, along with their attributes and availability, and
- Filter, organize, and simplify complex information sets without taking away available resources and capabilities required by the warfighter.

The iaC tool is a shell application running on top of the host operating system (e.g., MS Windows) that fully integrates and re-faces existing applications. It is intended to function as a means for all information exchange activities required by a command center and its support groups. The integrative information space within the iaC tool features an information-centric design, support for transactive memory, understanding of situation-context, facilitation of trust among group members and information provided, and alerting capabilities.

Underlying the behavior and display of information for every iaC user is an intelligent “personal agent” that is aware of the user’s personal information – their tasking, expertise, experience, current display capabilities, and information preferences, etc. The agent manages the information presented to a user “behind the scenes” by filtering, sorting, and parsing information according to the data contained in evolving user “profiles” These profiles are based on probabilistic needs based on patterned work behaviors, personal information, and user-specified information preferences. The agent is further context-aware in that it understands the overall mission and tasking (situation context) and expertise (transactive memory) of other iaC users within the organization via a shared database. The database is used by the iaC system and all user agents to

\(^4\) In this context, a symbiotic relationship is a cooperative relationship between technologies and their human users that facilitates meeting users’ information needs and enhances their decision making.
store, use, and disseminate information about users of the tool. With this awareness, the agent automatically manages communication flow between users and systems, as well as information presentation and visualization. iaC agents will be designed to adapt information flow and presentation based on users’ changing needs, settings, technologies, priorities. It is important to note that a fundamental iaC design principal is that human users will always be able to control, modify, and/or override iaC agents, and they will always be able to modify their personal profile as they deem necessary.

Innovative interfaces will be used within the iaC knowledge space to provide the ability for users to intuitively visualize large data sets, and monitor the flow of filtered information and knowledge. As with all aspects of the iaC tool, specific visualizations used at any point in time are determined by the user’s personal agent, based on the situation, user tasking, display capabilities, and user personal preference.

### 2.2. iaC Features and Attributes

The iaC interface consists of a set of integrated features for collecting, filtering, parsing, and displaying information that can be used collaboratively by team members as they perform their tasks. Each of these features was developed to specifically overcome the information exchange issues identified in the literature review. Each of the interfaces described below are housed within an iaC “container” or shell application, which provides a consistent look and feel throughout the system. The iaC interface also provides access to underlying information agents and integrated functions, help systems, and software tools.

#### 2.2.1. Communication module

All communications will be routed through and displayed by the iaC-managed communications interface. The iaC Communication Module interface will use a full complement of communication media. The iaC Communication Module features:

- *A graphical display* (common operational picture, maps, satellite images, drawings, whiteboards, etc.), tailored to the situation and user.
- *Collaboration/communication capabilities* (e-mail, chat, shared documents, voice/audio etc.), also tailored to the situation and user. The optimal or user-preferred format of the information is presented. In Figure 1, the information is translated to the user from speech to text.
- *Situation information*, to support knowledge of situation context including keywords and information urgency.

#### 2.2.2. Agent communications manager

The iaC Agent Communications Manager interface allows the user to see the expertise, capabilities, and connection speeds of other potential collaborators (selected by the personal agent), and can initiate communication with them. Information displayed by the iaC Agent Communications Manager interface includes:

- *Collaborator personal information*. This includes such information as name, rank, organization, and expertise. Expertise is presented in terms of how relevant it is to the user’s
current problem/situation/needs. Using this information, the user can decide with whom they should share information, from whom they should request information, and whom they should involve in a collaborative session.

- **Collaborator availability and connection speed.** This allows the user to see how easy it to contact other collaborators. Connection speed gives the user an indication of what sort of information others can receive (in terms of file size). Messages sent to collaborators with low connection speeds may be “stripped” of information, potentially reducing their usefulness. Note that iaC users may have to take both personal information and availability into account when deciding with whom to collaborate. In time-critical situations, they may choose to contact an available individual with lower expertise rather than wait for a more expert individual to become available.

- **Collaborator capabilities.** This includes information about what types of display capabilities other system users have access to, including Chat, VTC, Whiteboard, audio/voice, etc.

### 2.2.3. iaC Module

The multi-purpose iaC Module includes features such as:

- An **Agent Asset Manager**, which allows the user to create and annotate graphics using other images, maps, weather information, etc.

- **Agent Communication Manager**, described in the previous section.

- **Information annotation**, using “pushpins” to symbolize relevant available information. By selecting a geographical location on the map, the user can initiate a download of other information about that location that can be shared with others. This capability supports efficient and effective information exchange by allowing the user to have access to and quickly share relevant information about the situation with others.

### 2.2.4. Dynamic Adaptable Display

One of the major features envisioned for the iaC tool interface is a dynamic display space that adapts to the changing information focus of each user. Figure 1 shows how the display of the iaC will be able to adapt to changing situation and user requirements. Users (or their agents) select which visualization is most appropriate for the situation and their own preferences. In this example, display options include a map, a tree diagram, and a fisheye view.

- The map is a familiar representation to users, allowing them to view information that is optimally presented geospatially. Locations on the map can be linked to amplifying information, highlighted using overlays, etc. The specific map view (topographic, roads, etc) can be changed according to the needs of a particular situation.

- Tree diagrams are an innovative way of supporting information management, displaying inter-related information and putting it into context. Branches of the tree represent categories of information. The location and relative size of the text for a give item of information within the tree structure indicates its current relevance to the user and its relationship with other information items within the tree.

- In the fisheye view, pointing to particular element will enlarge that element so that it can be more easily viewed. At the same time, the other elements in the display space will become smaller so that more room is available for the element of interest. These de-emphasized elements do not disappear from the display, however, but remain visible in case the user
desires to inspect one of them. In that case, pointing to that element will cause it to become the dominant screen object. This fisheye approach to viewing display contents is a good compromise of the competing needs to remain aware of all display content while also being able to view an element of interest in more detail.

Each of these views is augmented by alerting and highlighting, which can be used to draw a user’s attention to new or changed information relevant to their current tasking.

![Figure 1. Various situation-relevant iaC visualizations.](image)

3. Summary

The iaC tool represents a new way of receiving, processing, organizing, and displaying information under demanding operational conditions. To be effective, it will require ongoing development of advanced features designed to facilitate the transmission, filtering, organization, display, and use of complex, dynamic, and probabilistic information from multiple sources. Phase I of this SBIR established that a human-centric approach to designing an intelligent aware communication aid can improve information exchange among distributed groups of military C² decision makers. Accurate, real-time information exchange is a key requirement for effective C³. Phase I identified the required iaC functionality, features, and user requirements, evaluated off-the-shelf supporting technologies and infrastructures, and developed metrics to measure the operational impact of the iaC tool. The Phase I effort established these requirements to pave the way for the development of a fully functional iaC tool in Phase II of the SBIR project.
The proposed iaC tool will greatly benefit the military by improving communication, coordination, and collaboration among C² decision makers, and thereby dramatically improve shared situational awareness and decision-making. However, fast-paced, dynamic information management and decision-making environments characterized by complex and uncertain data, high-stakes decisions, and distributed, decentralized command structures are not unique to the military. Many government and private organizations operate in similar environments on a daily basis and therefore could be expected to benefit from this technology.
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Modern Command and Control ...

Requires communication, collaboration, and coordination among US (and Coalition) forces
  − Command Centers serve as “hubs” (or bottlenecks) in a vast network

Is synchronous and asynchronous; tactical and strategic in nature

Involves participants who are often co-located and distributed
  − Geographically / Organizationally / Functionally
  − Focus / purpose / schedule / resources

Suffers from numerous, complex, related issues
  − Human cognitive abilities / limitations
  − Technologies / Infrastructure
  − Policy / Process / Business Rules / Doctrine
  − Cultural effects (organizational, national, etc.)

Can benefit greatly from:
  − Shared Mental models and goals / shared understanding of context
  − Shared Situation Awareness
  − Transactive Memory and Communities of Interest
Today’s Communications Systems

Barely-Controlled Chaos...
"Wild, Wild West" of Communication...
Regular System Failures...
Communication Breakdowns...
Social and Cognitive Challenges...
Command and Control House of Cards...
High-stakes, time-compressed, technology- and infrastructure-deprived information exchange and decision making environments

- Decision-making often based on ambiguous or conflicting information

Stove-piped communication, collaboration, situation awareness, and decision support tools = inefficient info exchange, sub-optimal SA

- Difficulty identifying related, similar, or redundant exchanges
- Difficult to remain aware of current or emerging “channels” and shifting or splitting of locus of communication / collaboration
- Difficult / impossible to explicitly relate spatially- and non-spatially relevant information

Related and overlapping information “spaces”

- Geospatial, temporal, contextual, organizational, etc.

Separate methods of communication / collaboration

- Verbal, textual, visual, etc.
R&D Successes and Failures

Successes / Breakthroughs in our understanding of:
- Human information “processing” & decision-making
- SA, and individual and team performance
- COA generation and selection
- Visual perception and information representation
- Technologies and Processes:
  » Infrastructure
  » Data & Info Management
  » Decision Support Systems / Decision Aids
  » Training
  » Systems control (sensors, weapons, etc.)

Failures / Missing Pieces:
- Too much information / Lack of cognitively-based information management
  » Filtering
  » Organizing
  » Simplifying
  » Info and task “Load Balancing”
  » Context
  » Presentation
- Too narrow a focus on conscious thought processes
  » Humans aren’t machines
  » We often decide / act without conscious thought – how?
  » Symbiotic relationship between Man and Machine not recognized / addressed
- Too narrow a focus on individuals / small teams rather than larger groups
Information Flow Today (1 of 2)

Much of observed information flow focused on “raw” or “semi-processed” information

− Need to emphasize filtering, processing, interpreting, and presentation of info
− Focus should be on problems / issues / and proposed solutions

Information flow generally falls along two lines:

− Structured / Required / Official (Static, Predictable Flow)
  » Often based on tradition, policy, and/or organizational hierarchy
  » Perhaps best served by “push” technologies on a low-priority, not-to-interfere basis

− Unstructured / Transactive Memory (Dynamic, Changing Flow)
  » Often based on mission / task / operational requirements
  » Perhaps best served by “pull” and “peer-to-peer” technologies and would have higher-priority

Information flow characteristics

− Some information flow is event-driven, some is event-independent
− Limited evidence of prioritization of information flow
  » Stove-piped communications systems exacerbate this – information with varying priority levels flow in simultaneously; it is up to the user to decide what to deal with first…
− Confusion regarding expected info products occasionally exists
  » Expectations regarding content, periodicity, triggers, etc.
  » Sometimes confusion is recognized, sometimes it reveals itself over time
  » Confusion and expectations often must be worked out / developed iteratively
Regularly observed method of sharing context is to taking screen captures of COP (moments in time), and emailing or otherwise sharing picture
  - These are sometimes augmented by markups or accompanying text
  - Similar to work being done on other projects…

Most information flow is human-initiated; need tool that recognizes requirement to communicate, then automatically takes action or recommends communications (i.e., participants, content, periodicity, and any required follow up comms)

Much information flow seems to be based on a “push assumed” or “receipt assumed” model
Coalition Operations Issues for Further Consideration

Share-ability / Releasability issues impact / influence operations

− Briefings
− Consideration of tasking, orders, etc.
− Information flow in OPCON
− Required sanitization measures impact enclave operations

Share-ability / Releasability issues impact information flow; issues include:

− Who to send info to is always an open question
− Where to get needed info (what is actually available, where to look for it, how to access it, how to interpret / use it, etc.)
− Lots of very vital info flows via chat – not all coalition participants have chat or use compatible systems
− Determining what can / should be shared can be difficult – fear of error is significant
− Determining / verifying that sent info has been received can be difficult
Overall Project Goals for SBIR “Knowledge Flow in Command & Control” (Phases I-III)

Design and develop “intelligent,” “aware” command center concepts and technologies based on the symbiotic relationship between human users and their technologies

- Combine / leverage / adapt existing theories, models, technologies, infrastructure, and tools as appropriate – develop totally new theories, technologies only as necessary
- Take advantage of / leverage the strengths of humans and machines – engineer the weaknesses out of the system

Validate and commercialize the necessary theories, concept, technologies, and infrastructure to improve information / knowledge flow in modern C2
Social Interaction Theory

- Asserts communication as a system in which the actions of single participants cannot be considered themselves, only as a part of the whole (Watzlawick)

Social Exchange Theory

- Allows for the social exchanges between individuals involved in the larger groups to be analyzed
- Allows for researchers to ask the question of “why” people are involved in an exchange instead of “what kind” of exchange they are involved in
- Allows for macro-structures to be analyzed
  » Structure of relations is conceptualized in terms of social networks with emphasis on the form of social relations among positions, within the larger group
Complexity Theory

- States critically interacting components self-organize to form potentially evolving structures exhibiting a hierarchy of emergent system properties (Bhaskar)

Theory of emergent organizations

- Asserts bottom-up organizations of complex systems exhibit seemingly intelligent behavior far greater than what may be expected of their multitudes of individual, simple units (Schweitzer)

Information Theory

- Regards information as symbols that carry information between people. All communication involves three steps – coding a message at its source, transmitting the message through a communication channel, and decoding the message at its destination (Shannon)
A better way... **Intelligent Aided Communication (iaC)**

A scientifically based, practical approach to facilitating improved communication and optimizing data, information, and knowledge flow in US Command and Control
We have met the enemy – and they are us…

− Humans evolved over eons in small, generally hierarchically organized groups – we’ve never adapted our communication to large, distributed social / communication networks
− “Language” is a limiting factor; conveying SA, knowledge, context, and understanding to another person is very difficult
− Our modern technology gets in the way of communicating effectively – and makes it too easy to communicate efficiently

We have the technology… better, stronger, faster…

− Existing and emerging technologies can help solve these problems – but only if we use them correctly
  » Improved interfaces and visualizations
  » Database technology
  » Agent technology

iaC building blocks

iaC helps humans focus on communicating by taking over the mundane

− Transparently manages the who, what, when, where, and how of data transfer – lets human concentrate on important tasks
People are continuously identified to the system
   − Identified by wearable “smart ID tags”; updates are sent as needed
     (e.g., changes in location / job / technology / communication path)

Personal Agents* manage behind the scenes based on evolving user profiles
   − Communication flow between people / systems
   − Information presentation / visualization

User Profiles contain relevant information about communicators
   − Knowledge, skills, abilities, training, experiences, etc.
   − Current tasks / job roles / responsibilities / information requirements
   − Available technologies / communication paths
   − Personal preferences
   − Observed behaviors

iaC Agents move data only when needed, only to those who need it, and only in the form that they need it

iaC Agents adapt information flow and presentation based on users’ changing needs, settings, technologies, priorities

*“Agents” are software applications that act autonomously on behalf of a single individual
iaC-Managed Communications System

GIG-based database
(central data store and profile repository)
**iaC Communications Interface**

**Single Integrated Interface**

- *All communications* would be routed through / displayed in an iaC-managed communications interface
  - Graphical displays (COP, maps, satellite images, drawings, whiteboards, etc.)
  - Text (email, chat, shared documents)
  - Audio and Video
  - Phone calls

- iaC would be a shell application running on top of MS Windows that integrates and re-faces existing applications

- Mixing pot / container for all information exchange

- iaC provides an interface to underlying Agents and integrated applications
  - Integrated functions
  - Integrated help
  - Integrated tools
  - Link to GIG
The overall objective of the proposed work is to improve military command and control by enabling the design and development of an intelligent, aware command center that works with its human symbiots to effectively and efficiently acquire, process, and manage data, information, and knowledge. In so doing, we can assign tasks appropriately to human and machine so that each handles the tasks it is most able to perform efficiently and effectively. To achieve this objective, Pacific Science & Engineering Group (PSE) proposes to conduct the necessary work in three phases. Only Phase I work will be discussed in this proposal.
This area of the iaC display is the main interface to the Personal Agent. The flashing icon tells the user that a new high-priority communication is arriving; if the user doesn't respond in a user-defined period, the agent will become more intrusive.

If the user is no longer near the display, the agent will re-route the communication to the appropriate device.

The graphic/map/COP is integrated with other forms of communication. This highlighted area on the map "folds out" to show an ongoing chat session associated with this area. The text represents all communication associated with the highlighted area—for example, this is a mix of chat and a speech-to-text conversion from someone talking on a cell phone.

This is a graphical tree-view of numerous documents and past communications (chat, email, voice, etc.) related to the mapped area. The text window is an Agent-summarized document (the original document was many pages in length). The tree visualization can also be zoomed in on to explore how closely related various documents and past communications are. These are documents "folded out" of the tree view with icons that summarize the subject of the document/communication.

This "bubble gum" display provides status over a variety of issues—each gum ball is a hyperlink to more information.

Tabs along the side and top of the iaC display provide access to a variety of MS Office-style features and functions—all of which are integrated from a communications and KM perspective.
This simple demo is borrowed from the web – *it was not developed by PSE* – however, it powerfully demonstrates the way we envision certain aspects of the display adapting to the focus of the user.

Click the icon on the right to start the movie.
Just a few of the many iaC payoffs...

1. All communications / visualizations handled through a single, integrated interface
2. Need to determine best way to communicate with someone (e.g., phone, email, chat, sharing documents, etc.) is eliminated
3. High-priority messages handled / routed / transmitted based on priority
4. Determining who might benefit from new information is facilitated by “suggested recipients” lists – and may include people / organizations totally unknown to sender
5. Communications are “decomposed” by Agents – only new / unique information is transferred
6. Potential collaborators / topical expertise can be quickly and accurately identified across the entire system
7. Displays / visualizations adapt to changing situation and user requirements
8. Communication path / format automatically adapts to each communicator’s available technology / bandwidth
9. Data fusion / organization / archiving / KM is done centrally – and is available to all as needed
10. Organizational structure / cultural inhibitions / social network boundaries can alternately be benefited from – or circumvented
11. Multi-level security / access control can be afforded by Agent filtering
iaC Vignettes* / Sample Use-Cases

Typical C² communications / knowledge exchange situations are being used to highlight relevant issues and iaC benefits:

- Vignette One: High-level status briefing.
- Vignette Two: Problem identification, collaboration, analysis, and response selection.
- Vignette Four: Information from the Field – One to Many…
- Vignette Five: Coalition Information Exchange
- Vignette Six: Command Center Musical Chairs…

* See Speaker Notes for more detailed description of Vignettes.
Relevant Research Areas ...

Improving speed, efficiency, and effectiveness of information transactions
- Requests for information
- Information produced / made available

Representing change and implications within a store of information

Accommodating differences in information requirements between different echelons

Knowledge Management of large stores of information and Knowledge Representation of fused, processed, filtered information
Future iaC Technologies and Implementations
Currently Under Development ...

Templates to facilitate rapid & consistent information production, exchange, and “story building”

Agents to off-load user of time-consuming “administrative” tasks

Advanced, change awareness, assisted attention focus, status, and alerting technologies

Advanced visualizations of large, complex information spaces to facilitate rapid navigation & assimilation

Agents to tailor content to different classes of users and afford improved Bandwidth Management

Tools to facilitate integration of tactical and non-tactical information systems
Where iaC goes from here ...

Continue development and refinement of iaC concepts
- Supported by iterative design- and implementation-focused “mini-studies”

Develop functional, integrated interface with supporting agent and profile technologies

Iteratively assess and validate with real C² personnel in “live” command centers

Pursue necessary teaming relationships and nurture transition opportunities

Explore non-military C² environments to identify easy / sensible transition opportunities
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